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RCS has developed a SMS solution that can be custom made to serve your needs.

RCS IT presents RCS SMS Solution
With RCS SMS-solution you can SMS work related tasks to employees in a big com-
pany or SMS to employees on the road. SMS services are electronic systems that are 
handled through the computer. As a company you can use in relation to many tasks 
for instance as reminders.

With RCS SMS Solution you can manage
 » Customer contact via SMS
 » Competitions and quizzes
 » Votes and opinion polls
 » Collections
 » Messages 
 
And many other things

RCS SMS Solution

Good 
Reasons3 1. You can communicate information to all employees 

through the mobile and optain more flexibility.
2. You can create competitions and quizzes through 

the mobile everyone always carry on them.
3. Customers can pay via SMS which creates a new 

way of receiving payment.
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With RCS SMS Solution you can manage (continued)
 » Payment for services
 » Chat
 » Micro payments
 » Ring tones
 » Logos and news
 » Sign ups 
 » Order of information
 » Send multiple SMS messages

Cut down on the work load
Today the situation often is so that the company must call to the employees every 
day. If the company has many employees, it is a big burden.

By instead sending a SMS the workload will be diminished significantly. You will be 
able to see on the screen the status on each SMS.

The employees can use the SMS services to SMS their work notes, guard changes, 
service for customers and can in general be used for customer care.

There is the possibility to choose whether you want one way communication mean-
ing only sending out information or two way communication, where you both send 
out and receive information.


